Stearyl polyethyleneimine complexed with plasmas as the core of human serum albumin nanoparticles noncovalently bound to CRISPR/Cas9 plasmas or siRNA for disrupting or silencing PD-L1 expression for immunotherapy
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Purpose: In this study, a double emulsion method for complexing plasmids with stearyl polyethyleneimine (srPEI) as the core to form human serum albumin (HSA) (plasmid/srPEI/HSA) nanoparticles (NPs) was developed for gene delivery by non-covalently binding onto plasmid/srPEI/HSA nanoparticles with CRISPR/Cas9 or siRNA, which disrupts or silences the expression of programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) for immunotherapy.

Materials and methods: Chemically synthesized stearyl-polyethyleneimine (srPEI)/plasmids/HSA nanoparticles were maked by double emulsion method. They were characterized by dynamic light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscope and also evaluated by in vitro study on CT 26 cells.

Results: srPEI was synthesized by an N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethycarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC)-N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) reaction, and we found that the degree of substitution was ~1.0 when the ratio of PEI to stearic acid was 1:7 in the reaction. Then, two sgRNA sequences were selected and evaluated for their ability to knock out PD-L1 by decreasing its expression by about 20%. Based on the trend of particle size/zeta potential values as a function of ratio, F25P1 containing 25 μg of plasmid/srPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to 1 μg plasmids via charge–charge interactions was found to be optimal. Its particle size was about 202.7±4.5 nm, and zeta potential was 12.60±0.15 mV.

In an in vitro study, these NPs showed little cytotoxicity but high cellular uptake. Moreover, they revealed the potential for transfection and PD-L1 knockout in an in vitro cell model. Furthermore, F25P1S0.5 containing 25 μg of plasmid/srPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to 1 μg plasmids and 0.5 μg siRNA was prepared to simultaneously deliver plasmids and siRNA. An in vitro study demonstrated that the siRNA did not interfere with the transfection of plasmids and showed a high-transfection efficiency with a synergistic effect on inhibition of PD-L1 expression by 21.95%.

Conclusion: The plasmids/srPEI/HSA NPs could be a promising tool for gene delivery and improved immunotherapy.
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Introduction

With rapid developments in genetic science, especially next-generation sequencing (NGS), high-throughput sequencing technologies were developed. Recently, more than 3,000 human genes related to Mendelian diseases have been identified; 500 of them are associated with complex diseases or infections.¹ The numbers of pathogenic genes keep growing, and it is predicted that about 4,000–7,000 genes will be identified...
by 2020. Although there have been major breakthroughs in pathogenic genes, most of these diseases still cannot really be cured. In addition, no more than 5% of them have effective treatments. Moreover, for most rare diseases, the only treatment is protein replacement therapy, which supplies proteins or antibodies that are deficient or absent in patients.

In 2017, the US Food and Drug Administration approved three gene therapies: KYMRIAH, YESCARTA, and LUXTURNNA. The indication for the first two is for lymphomas, and they are chimeric antigen receptor T-cell (CAR-T) immune therapy, and the last is for Leber’s congenital amaurosis, a retinal gene-deficiency disease, which delivers the RPE65 plasmid into the retina. Hence, gene therapies have become promising treatments to directly repair gene deficiencies. The clustered, regularly interspaced, short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) system has emerged as a transforming genome-editing tool. Cas9-sgRNA recognizes the protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequence and a complementary 20-nucleotide genomic sequence and induces dsDNA breaks, which are repaired by error-prone nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) or precise homology-directed repair (HDR). This targeted genome-editing technology can be used to edit a specific genomic locus for genetic knockout or correction. The target of genome-editing therapeutics is genomic DNA rather than a kinase (protein) of a targeted kinase inhibitor or antigen of an antibody. Consequently, therapeutics based on genome-editing technology directly target the root causes of many diseases, rather than the secondary effects. Moreover, some previously undruggable targets can now be treated by targeted genome-editing technology, making this system important in the targeted therapy field. However, improvements in CRISPR delivery methods and HDR efficiency are required for therapeutic applications of genome editing for disease gene correction.

Nowadays, strategies of gene delivery are classified into three categories: viral vectors, nonviral vectors, and physical methods. Viral vectors can be divided into three categories: adenoviral vectors (AdVs), lentiviral vectors (LVs), and adeno-associated viral vectors (AAVs). Although viral vectors have high gene delivery efficiencies, they have complicated production, high costs, and safety concerns; they are not rational gene delivery vectors. For now, mainstream nonviral vectors can be divided into two parts: lipid-based and polymer-based vectors. Compared to viral vectors, advantages of polymer-based vectors are low immunogenicity, nonintegration, easy production, and low costs, but their efficiency is lower than that of viral vectors, which is the greatest barrier. In addition, liposomes were the first nonviral vectors for clinical trials, but their low efficiency still needs much improvement.

Polymer-based vectors are mainly made of cationic polymers, eg, polyethylenimine (PEI), poly(l-lysine) (PLL), poly-(2-(dimethylamino)-ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAM), and polyamidoamine (PAMAM). These prevalent polymer materials mostly have amino groups and have certain advantages, eg, lower immunogenicity, easy production, and low costs. Moreover, PEI in particular is very widely used in gene delivery. When PEI is added to lysosomes, it makes lots of protons enter the lysosomes; then, the osmotic pressure can break up the lysosomes, releasing the encapsulated material. This theory explains the reason for the high transfection efficiency. In addition, some research showed that with the higher molecular weight (MW) of PEI the transfection efficiency increases but with a concomitant increase in the cytotoxicity and with a lower MW the transfection efficiency decreases but the cytotoxicity also decreases. Therefore, balancing cytotoxicity and transfection is a critical point when choosing a proper MW. In recent years, some research showed that the alkyl reaction with PEI can increase the transfection efficiency and cellular uptake and promote better stability.

As a potential alternative for gene delivery, advantages of human serum albumin (HSA) as nanocarriers are that it has high biocompatibility, low immunogenicity, biodegradability, nontoxicity, and high solubility. Further, when HSA nanoparticles (NPs) enter the blood circulation, they can passively accumulate in tumor tissues, called an enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. In addition, due to the increasing nutrient needs of tumor cells, they usually express high levels of Gp60 and SPARC, which are albumin receptors, and which can facilitate cellular uptake of HSA via transcytosis. This mechanism creates an active tumor target. The success of an albumin-based NP formulation of paclitaxel (PTX) using NP albumin-binding (Nab®) technology (Abraxane®; Celgene Corp., Summit NJ, USA), which utilizes binding forces between albumin and hydrophobic chemotherapeutics under high-pressure homogenization, has expanded the clinical uses and therapeutic applications of albumin. Its usefulness was also demonstrated by various recent studies utilizing the efficacy of albumin to improve the delivery of siRNA in different disease models. Work to date using albumin as a carrier for gene delivery has focused on covalent modifications of the albumin molecule to synthesize cationized albumin (CA) or on complexation of cationic polymer-coated HSA NPs to enhance DNA complexation and cell transfection. HSA-branched PEI (bPEI)–siRNA
ternary complexes formed with native unmodified HSA were reported to significantly improve the internalization and silencing efficiency, compared to bPEI–siRNA polyplexes. Further, a new NP formulation composed of HSA for codelivery of doxorubicin (DOX) and PTX and the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) by employing Nab technology was developed to demonstrate the potential of complexing ligands with albumin via charge interactions between the positive surface charge of the TRAIL and the negative surface charge of HSA in a neutral condition to encapsulate anticancer drugs, such as DOX and PTX. Based on this concept, when adjusting HSA to an acidic condition lower than its isoelectric point of about 5, the positive charge of HSA is able to complex with the negative charge of siRNA, and then NPs are formed by Nab technology enabling the codelivery of chemotherapeutic drugs and siRNA.

Currently, an immune checkpoint blockade is prevalent in cancer therapies. Immune checkpoints are regulators of the immune system, associated with T cell recognition of cells and T cell cytotoxicity. However, tumor cells usually highly express these proteins to escape from elimination by the immune system. Among these, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell death (PD)-1, and programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1) are most important. PD-L1 plays a key role in tumor evasion. Tumor cells often highly express PD-L1 on their surfaces to inhibit immune responses, such that patients with tumors with high PD-L1 expression exhibit poor prognoses. As a result, disruption or silencing of the PD-L1 expression on tumor cells can enhance the immune system in attacking cancer cells, leading to growth inhibition of tumors.

CRISPR/Cas9 is the predominant gene-editing technique, and gene repair or knockout can easily be accomplished with a simple design. However, its main problem in clinical use is the barrier of gene delivery. In spite of the high efficiency of viral vectors, they are highly immunogenic and carcinogenic. Therefore, we wanted to develop nonviral vectors, which are easy to produce, have low immunogenicity, and mostly important are actively targetable. As described earlier, HSA NPs possess characteristics of passive and active targeting accumulation, ie, they easily accumulate in tumor cells. Hence, in this study, a double emulsion method for complexing plasmids with stearyl PEI (stPEI) as the core for forming HSA NPs without cross-linkers was developed for gene delivery by noncovalently binding to the PD-L1 plasmid (CRISPR/Cas9) or siRNA onto plasmid/stPEI/ HSA NPs to knock out or silence PD-L1 expression for immunotherapy. The aim of this study was to evaluate the safety and transfection efficiency of HSA NPs and ultimately to develop a new process for preparing biocompatible HSA NPs to deliver targeted gene-editing plasmids or siRNA for gene therapies.

Materials and methods
pSpCas9(BB)-2A-green fluorescent protein (GFP; PX458) was a gift from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid no 48138). BbsI-HF and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from New England Biolabs (Ipswich, MA, USA). DH5alpa competent cells were supplied by Bio-Protech (Taipei, Taiwan). Oligonucleotide was provided by Genomics (New Taipei City, Taiwan). The Plasmid DNA Mini Kit and Gel/PCR DNA Purification Mini Kit were purchased from Novogene (Taipei, Taiwan). The EasyPure Plasmid Midi Advanced Kit, PCR-related agents, and agarose were supplied by Bioman (Taipei, Taiwan). Anti-mouse CD274 and Luria–Bertani (LB) broth were purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA, USA). An albumin solution (20%) was supplied by Taiwan Blood Services Foundation (Taipei, Taiwan). bPEI (MW 600) was delivered by Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA, USA). Lipofectamine 3000, Hoechst 33342, FBS, and mouse interferon (IFN)-γ recombinant protein were provided by Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Ethidium bromide (EtBr) solution (10 mg/mL), N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), 3,3′-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DIO), and stearic acid were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). RPMI-1640 medium and penicillin–streptomycin solution were supplied by Corning Incorporated (Corning, NY, USA). An Amicon Centrifugal Filter was purchased from Merck Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA). Mouse colon carcinoma CT26.WT (BCRC 60447) was purchased from Bioresource Collection and Research Center (Hsinchu, Taiwan). Other materials were of analytical grade unless otherwise specified.

Preparation and identification of stPEI
A simple previously reported preparation method of stPEI was followed. First, stearic acid (1.4 mmol) was dissolved in chloroform; then, EDC (1.4 mmol) dissolved in chloroform in advance was added to this. After 30 minutes, NHS (1.4 mmol) dissolved in methanol was added to the solution. After 30 minutes, the former activated solution was added to the PEI chloroform (0.2 mmol) solution under continuous stirring. After being kept from light at room temperature for...
24 hours, the product was purified by sedimentation in cold ether and centrifuged at 1,380 ×g for 10 minutes; this process was repeated three times. The final product was dried under a vacuum for 48 hours and stored at −20°C until used.

$sPEI$ was identified using Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) and $^1$H-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) analyses. For the FT-IR analysis, the $sPEI$ sample was dissolved in chloroform to 10 mg/mL and dropped onto a KBr disk. After scanning with an L160000 FT-IR spectrometer (PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), the FT-IR spectrum was analyzed to identify the functional group of the $sPEI$ sample. For the $^1$H-NMR analysis and calculation of the degree of substitution, $sPEI$ was dissolved in D$_2$O to 10 mg/mL. After scanning with 500 MHz NMR (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA), the NMR spectrum was obtained. Then, the ratio of the signal area of hydrogens of the terminal methyl group of stearic acid (around 0.8 ppm.) was calculated to obtain the degree of substitution.

**Preparation of the PD-L1 knockout plasmid**

**Bacterial culture, storage, and plasmid purification**

To amplify the plasmid, the following simple introduction to bacterial culture and plasmid purification is given. Liquid lysogeny broth (LB) was 25 g of LB added to 1 L of double-distilled water (ddH$_2$O) and sterilized in an autoclave for 30 minutes at 121°C. After this was cooled down, 100 μg/mL ampicillin was added. LB agar was 25 g of LB and 15 g of agarose added to 1 L of ddH$_2$O and sterilized in an autoclave for 30 minutes at 121°C. After this was cooled down, 100 μg/mL ampicillin was added. LB agar was poured into a plate and stored at −4°C.

Bacterial culture used sterilized tips to pick up a little bacteria from the LB broth and incubate it for 12–16 hours at 150 rpm at 37°C. Bacteria were stored as a mixture of 0.5 mL of a bacteria solution and 0.5 mL of 50% sterilized glycerol at −80°C. Plasmid purification followed the protocol of the plasmid purification kit, with storage at −20°C. The concentration was evaluated by Cytation 3 (BioTek Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA) by measuring the absorbance at 260 and 280 nm. The ratio of OD260/OD280 was around 1.9, which was an acceptable purity.

**Design of the PD-L1 knockout sequence of sgRNA**

Initially, the NCBI gene database was used to acquire the sequence of PD-L1 (CD274) of the mouse genome. Next, the exon sequence of the target gene was put into CRISPOR, and we chose the target species and the PAM corresponding to Cas9. Afterward, according to an evaluation of the thermodynamics, specificity score, predicted efficiency, and out of frame, the software recommended several candidates. Then, some better sequences were chosen for the following experiments.

**Vector construction**

**Digestion of the plasmid**

The plasmid (1 μg) was digested in a total volume of a 50 μL solution composed of 1 μL BbsI-HF restriction enzyme, 5 μL NEBuffer™ (×10), and 43 μL nuclease-free water for 1 hour at 37°C. Next, the plasmid was purified by gel electrophoresis and cut from the agarose. The digested plasmid in the gel was purified with a gel extraction kit and stored at −20°C.

**Annealing and ligation of oligos and plasmids**

The oligo was dissolved in sterilized ddH$_2$O to 100 μM. The oligos were annealed in T4 ligation buffer on a PCR machine. The thermal program was 37°C for 30 minutes, 95°C for 5 minutes, and cooling down at 5°C/min to 25°C. Next, 1 μL of annealed oligos (1:200 dilution) was mixed with 5 μL BbsI digested plasmid (50 ng), 2 μL T4 DNA ligase buffer (10×), 1 μL T4 DNA ligase, and 11 μL nuclease-free water and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. The final product was stored at −20°C until used.

**Transformation**

DH5α competent cells were used to amplify the plasmid in this study. First, competent cells were taken from 80°C storage and put it onto an ice bath. The bacterial solution was mixed with the plasmid at a ratio of 10:1 in a total volume of 40 μL. Then, the mixture was placed on ice for 45 minutes, heat-shocked at 42°C for 45 seconds, and immediately placed back to ice for 2–3 minutes. LB broth (500 μL) was added and incubated at 37°C and 150 rpm for 1 hour. This was centrifuged at 865 ×g for 3 minutes, the supernatant was removed, and around 100 μL remained. This was poured onto an LB agar plate and incubated for 12–16 hours. A sterilized tip was used to pick up a colony and move it to 10 μL LB broth and take 1 μL of the bacteria solution and U6 promoter sequence as the primer to perform a PCR to confirm the transformation. After confirmation by the PCR, it was placed in 6 mL of LB broth and incubated at 37°C for 12–16 hours, and a plasmid extraction kit was used to purify the plasmid. The plasmid was then sent off for DNA sequencing. After confirmation of the sequence, we amplified the plasmid and stored it at −20°C for the following experiments.
Evaluation of the PD-L1 knockout efficacy of the CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid

The CT26 cell line, which is from mouse colon carcinoma cells and is able to highly express PD-L1 following stimulation with IFN-γ, was selected as the cell model for the disruption of PD-L1 expression.26 CT26 cells were seeded in triplicate onto 12-well plates at a density of 10⁶ cells/well. After incubation overnight, the medium was replaced with fresh serum-free medium containing plasmids (1 μg/well) or siRNA (AGACGUAAGCAGUGUUGAA; 33 nM) as the positive control group with Lipofectamine 3000.27 The next day, the medium was replaced with fresh 10% FBS medium, and 24 hours later, the medium was replaced with fresh FBS medium with INF-γ (150 ng/mL) to stimulate cells. After 24 hours, cells were collected with trypsin and stained with a PD-L1 fluorescent antibody. By a flow cytometric antibody protocol, stained cells were analyzed for PD-L1 antibody fluorescence by flow cytometry (SA3800; Sony, Tokyo, Japan).

Preparation and characterization of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

Due to the presence of fatty acids as stabilizers in the HSA commercial product, they were expected to interfere with the preparation of HSA NPs that were bound to stPEI. Hence, the following removal procedure was carried out. A 10% HSA solution was prepared using an HSA commercial product, and the pH value of the resulting HSA solution was adjusted to pH 2.7 by adding 1N HCl. Activated charcoal (5 g) was then added to the HSA solution followed by continuous stirring at 300 rpm for 2 hours at 4°C. Finally, the HSA/charcoal solution was centrifuged at 7,370 × g for 10 minutes at 4°C to remove the charcoal. The supernatant was placed under suction filtration with a 0.45 μm filter. After adjusting the pH of the HSA solution back to pH 7, it was freeze-dried and stored at 4°C until being used.

After several trials, it was found that it was necessary to complex the stPEI with the plasmid to form a core for the formation of HSA NPs. The detailed process is described as follows. stPEI (100 mg) was dissolved in 5 mL chloroform as the oil phase; 1 mg of plasmid was dissolved in 1 mL ddH₂O as the aqueous phase. Using an ultrasonicator probe (VCX 750; Sonics & Materials, Newtown, CT, USA) set to 150 W and three pulses for 10 seconds, the water phase was emulsified into the oil phase to form the first emulsion. This crude emulsion was rapidly added to 25 mL of the 1% HSA solution with an ultrasonicator probe set to 150 W and six pulses for 10 seconds. The final emulsion was stirred at 500 rpm for 2 hours and evaporated in a rotary evaporator (R-114; Buchi, Flawil, Switzerland) to remove the chloroform. An Amicon centrifugal filter (MW cutoff [MWCO] 10 kDa) was used to remove the free stPEI, and then the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were concentrated. After freeze-drying, the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were obtained and could be reconstituted with ddH₂O to form plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs with a positive zeta potential. For the so-obtained plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs with a positive charge, the negative charge of the plasmid or siRNA could be further noncovalently bound to them via charge–charge interactions simply by adding the plasmid or siRNA. We then evaluated the following formulations. F25P0 contained only plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs, whereas F25P0.5, F25P1, F25P2, F25P5, and F25P10 contained 25 μg plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 μg plasmids, respectively, via charge–charge interactions. F25P0.5 and F25P1S0.5 contained 25 μg of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to 0.0 and 1.0 μg of the plasmid, respectively, and 0.5 μg siRNA.

Plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA were characterized by measuring the particle size and its distribution, zeta potential, and morphology. The particle size and its distribution and zeta potential were measured with Zetasizer ZSP (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) by adding 1 mL of the NP solution to a desired concentration of particle number into a folded capillary zeta cell. For morphology, a plasmid/stPEI/HSA NP solution was dropped onto a carbon film on a nickel grid. After a while, 0.5% uranyl acetate was dropped onto the film for 3 minutes. Next, the remains were dried with tissue paper. The film was washed with ddH₂O and dried at room temperature. Then, the film was mounted in a transmission electron microscope (HT7700; Hitachi Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) to observe the morphology of the NPs.

Gel retarding assay of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

Agarose (0.75 g) was added to 100 mL of tris-borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer, and the solution was put into a microwave to dissolve the agarose. The agarose solution (30 mL) and 3 μL of EtBr (10 mg/mL) were mixed together and poured into a gel mold with combs. After the gel solidified, it was taken out and sunk into an electrophoresis cell filled with TBE buffer. Various samples (20 μL) of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were noncovalently bound to the plasmid mixed with 4 μL of 6×
In vitro cytotoxicity study of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

The in vitro cytotoxicity of the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA against the CT26 cell line was evaluated. CT26 cells were seeded in triplicate into 96-well plates at a density of $10^4$ cells/well and were cultured in RPMI-1640 with 10% FBS, 1% penicillin, and 1% streptomycin in 5% CO$_2$ at 37°C. After incubation overnight, the medium was replaced with fresh serum-free medium containing the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid with/without siRNA. Four hours later, the medium was supplemented with fresh FBS. After 20 hours, 5 mg/mL of MTT was added to each well. Cells were incubated for more than 2 hours, and the medium was replaced with 200 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide to dissolve the formazan crystals. The absorbance was measured at 550 nm with an ELISA reader (Cytation 3; BioTek Instruments).

Cellular uptake of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

The plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs with the fluorescent dye, DIO, were prepared as described earlier with the addition of 0.5 mg DIO to the stPEI chloroform solution. Plasmid/stPEI/DIO/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of plasmid were prepared as described earlier. The uptake of those various formulations by CT26 cells was evaluated. CT26 cells were seeded in triplicate in 12-well plates at a density of $10^4$ cells/well. After incubation overnight, the medium was replaced with fresh serum-free medium containing the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of the plasmid. After 2 or 24 hours, cells were washed with PBS, and then nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 for 5 minutes. DIO fluorescence that was entrapped in the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs was observed with a fluorescence microscope (Cytation 3; BioTek Instruments) as an indicator of cellular uptake.

Transfection efficiency of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

CT26 cells were seeded in triplicate in 12-well plates at a density of $10^4$ cells/well. After incubation overnight, the medium was replaced with fresh serum-free medium containing the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of the plasmid and siRNA. After 4 hours, the medium was supplied with fresh FBS; 20 hours later, the medium was washed with PBS, and nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 for 5 minutes. Stained cells were observed with fluorescence microscopy (Cytation 3; BioTek Instruments) or analyzed by flow cytometry (SA3800; Sony). Due to the plasmid encoding a GFP as a reporter gene, the transfection efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 for disrupting PD-L1 expression in CT26 cells was determined by the green fluorescence of the GFP.

Gene disruption efficiency of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

CT26 cells were seeded in triplicate in 12-well plates at a density of $10^4$ cells/well. After incubation overnight, the medium was replaced with fresh serum-free medium containing the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of the plasmid and siRNA. After 4 hours, the medium was supplied with fresh FBS. More than 20 hours later, the medium was replaced with fresh 10% FBS-containing medium. After 24 hours, the medium was replaced with fresh 10% FBS medium containing INF-γ (150 ng/mL) to stimulate PD-L1 expression by CT26 cells. After 24 hours, cells were collected with trypsin and stained with a PD-L1 fluorescent antibody. According to the flow cytometric antibody protocol, stained cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (SA3800; Sony) for the negative expression of PD-L1.

Statistical analyses

Results are presented as mean ± SD of three different replicates. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons was used for the analysis of statistical significance.

Results and discussion

To strengthen the binding efficiency of HSA to the negative charge of the plasmid or siRNA, stPEI with a long-chain alkyl group attached was selected for incorporation into HSA via its binding domain for fatty acids. stPEI was synthesized according to a simple previously reported method. In brief, to ligate PEI and alkyl groups, EDC was reacted with the carboxylic acid groups of stearic acid to form an active intermediate. This was reacted with NHS to form a more stable amine-reactive intermediate, which improved
the binding efficiency. Primary amines of PEI reacted with intermediates of the carboxyl groups to form amide bonds, which became an amphiphilic polymer with stearyl groups as the hydrophobic part and the PEI portion as the hydrophilic part. Based on an FT-IR analysis as shown in Figure 1A, 1,648 cm\(^{-1}\) indicated the carbonyl stretching of amide groups, 2,900 cm\(^{-1}\) indicated C–H stretching of alkenes, and 3,370 cm\(^{-1}\) indicated N–H stretching of amines. The

---

**Figure 1** Identification of stPEI polymers.

**Note:** (A) IR spectrum and (B) \(^1\)H-NMR spectrum.

**Abbreviations:** IR, infrared; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance; PEI, polyethylenimine; stPEI, stearyl PEI.
results demonstrated the formation of amide bonds between carboxylic groups of stearic acid and amine groups of PEI without modification of any other functional groups.

The 'H-NMR spectrum for stPEI is illustrated in Figure 1B. The chemical shift at δ0.90 indicates the terminal −CH₃ of stearyl groups, that at δ1.33 indicates the −CH₂− of stearyl groups, that at δ1.63 indicates the second to last −CH₂− of stearyl groups, that at δ2.33 indicates the last−CH₂− of stearyl groups, and that at δ2.50−3.60 indicates the −CH₃− of PEI. The spectrum demonstrates the successful grafting of stearyl groups onto the PEI backbone. The degree of substitution was calculated by the following equation:

\[
\text{Degree of substitution} = \frac{a + 3}{e - \left(\frac{600}{43} \times 4\right)}
\]

where \(a\) is the peak area of terminal −CH₃ groups and \(e\) is the peak area of PEI. Table 1 summarizes the results of the synthesis with various ratios of acid to PEI. When the ratio of acid to PEI was 7, it demonstrated that the grafting ratio was 1. Hence, stPEI with a grafting ratio of 1 was chosen for complexing with plasmid.

**PD-L1 knockout of the CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid**

After several processes, eg, digestion of the plasmid, annealing of the oligos and plasmid, and amplification, the final plasmids were confirmed by Sanger sequencing for their integrity and accuracy (data not shown). After screening of several candidates, sgRNA-A (GTATGGCAGCAACGTCACGA) and sgRNA-B (GCTTGCGTTAGTGGTGTACT) were selected. After transfecting cells with Lipofectamine 3000 loaded with sgRNA-A or sgRNA-B, the expression of PD-L1 by CT26 cells was evaluated by flow cytometry in comparison to that silenced with siRNA, and the results are shown in Figure 2. It showed that the two sgRNAs really did decrease PD-L1 expression by 20%, and the siRNA group decreased it by 35%. The reason why siRNA was better at silencing PD-L1 expression might have been due to the MW and size of siRNA being small and the plasmid needed to be translated and transcribed. However, gene editing by CRISPR/Cas9 represents permanent gene disruption of PD-L1; therefore, sgRNA-A was selected for constructing CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid.

**Characterization of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA**

Physical characteristics, including the mean particle size, polydispersity index (PDI; distribution), and zeta potential, of the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of the plasmid were measured, and the results are listed in Table 2. It showed that the mean particle size for HSA NPs simply loaded with the plasmid/stPEI (F25P0) was around 250 nm, with a PDI of 0.322 and the highest positive zeta potential of 46 mV. With the noncovalent binding of an extra amount of 0.5 μg of plasmid onto plasmid/
stPEI/HSA NPs (F25P0.5), the mean particle size decreased to 176.6 nm with a PDI of 0.282 but with a significantly less-positive zeta potential of 19.0 mV. The decrease in the mean particle size for F25P0.5 might have been due to partial neutralization of the positive charge with the negative charge of the adsorbed plasmid, resulting in a smaller extent of repulsion, in turn decreasing the mean particle size. When an increasing amount of plasmid was added for adsorption, the mean particle size gradually increased with a similar PDI value and with a decrease in the zeta potential. Adding an increasing amount of plasmids for adsorption was expected to increase the amount adsorbed, leading to an increase in the mean particle size and a corresponding decrease in the zeta potential. It obviously demonstrated that at an added amount of plasmid of 2 μg per 25 μg of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs for adsorption, the zeta potential of F25P2 reached electrical neutrality, allowing particles to aggregate to form microparticles. This phenomenon probably occurred because the zeta potential of F25P2 reached electrical neutrality, allowing particles to aggregate to form microparticles. Following this, an increasing added amount of plasmid for noncovalent binding caused the zeta potential of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs to become negative as a result of the negative charge of the adsorbed plasmid. Finally, the absorption of plasmids reached the limit at F25P10, and the particle size of which did not change. Transmission electron microscopy images as shown in Figure 3 reveal that all conformed to similar NP sizes as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS).

Gel retardation assay of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA
The binding affinity of the plasmid that was noncovalently bound to plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs was evaluated by a gel retardation assay. The results as shown in Figure 4 revealed that plasmids complexed with stPEI as the core were tightly encapsulated in HSA NPs (lane 3), and the plasmid showed no migration under electrophoresis. Further as shown in lanes 4–8, those plasmids noncovalently bound to plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs could migrate under the influence of electrophoresis, and the corresponding band width increased with an increasing amount of the plasmid added for adsorption. This indicates that the plasmid did noncovalently bind to the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs, and it could be released by the disruption of charge–charge interactions.

In vitro cytotoxicity studies of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA
The cytotoxicity of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid against CT26 cells was analyzed by an MTT assay, and the results are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3 TEM image of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to plasmid and siRNA.
Note: (A) F25P0, (B) F25P1, (C) F25P5, (D) F25P10, (E) F25P0.5, and (F) F25P10.5.
Abbreviations: HSA, human serum albumin; NPs, nanoparticles; stPEI, stearyl polyethylenimine; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
Cytotoxicity of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid was expected to come from the positive charge of stPEI. With an increasing amount of plasmid added for noncovalent binding, the cytotoxicity of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid was observed to decrease with a decreasing positive charge of the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs due to increasing neutralization of the positive charge by the negative charge of the noncovalently bound plasmid.

Previous research showed that the small MW of PEI with lipid grafting increased the cellular cytotoxicity due to enhancement of polymer interactions with cell membranes.\textsuperscript{25,26,39,40} As a result, the cytotoxicity of F25P1 and F25P5 decreased, probably due to this neutralization of the positive charge with noncovalent binding of the plasmid, which in turn further reduced membrane insertion by free stPEI. Compared to Lipofectamine, all plasmid/stPEI/HSA NP samples were observed to be slightly less or significantly less toxic.

### Cellular uptake of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid or siRNA

To evaluate cellular uptake, DIO-loaded plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs bound to various amounts of plasmid were prepared and utilized. After incubation for 2 and 24 hours, the cellular uptake of DIO-loaded plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of plasmid (F25P0, F25P1, F25P5, and F25P10) was visualized and quantified by fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry, and the results are illustrated in Figure 6A and B, respectively, for incubation of 2 and 24 hours. It showed that cellular uptake was in the order of F25P0 > F25P1 > F25P5 > F25P10 with 2 hours of incubation, whereas it was in the order of F25P1 > F25P0 > F25P5 > F25 P10 with 24 hours of incubation. The DIO fluorescence intensity was quantified by flow cytometry, and the results as shown in Figure 6A and B also demonstrate similar tendency for both incubation times. It reveals that with the highest positive zeta potential F25P0 was highly taken up by cells even with a short incubation time of 2 hours. This might have been due to the negative charge of cell membranes which promoted binding of the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs with a positive charge to cell membranes leading to an increased extent of uptake. On the other hand, those plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs bearing a decreasing positive charge (F25P1) or with a negative charge (F25P5 and F25P10) were expected to have less cell membrane absorption via charge–charge interactions leading to decreased cellular uptake. Further, when the incubation time increased to 24 hours, the cellular uptake of all plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of plasmid appeared to have significantly increased. However, the cellular uptake of F25P0 with 24 hours of incubation time seemed to decrease in comparison to that for F25P1, but was approximately equal to that for F25P5 and greater than that for F25P10. This might be attributed to the higher cytotoxicity of F25P0 against CT26 resulting...
Figure 6 Cellular uptake indicated by fluorescence microscopy images and flow cytometry of CT26 cells treated with DIO-loaded plasmid/stPEI/hsa NPs noncovalently bound to various amounts of the plasmid (F25P0, F25P1, F25P5, and F25P10) after incubation for 2 hours (A) and 24 hours (B). Nuclei (blue) and DIO (green).

**Abbreviations:** DIO, 3,3′-dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate; HSA, human serum albumin; NPs, nanoparticles; stPEI, stearyl polyethylenimine.

in a smaller number of cells surviving to engage in cellular uptake of F25P0.

**Transfection efficiency of plasmid/stPEI/hsa NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid**

Due to the plasmid encoding the GFP as a reporter gene, the transfection efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 for the disruption of PD-L1 expression in CT26 cells could be determined by the fluorescence of the GFP. As shown in Figure 7, F25P1 was able to deliver plasmids into cells, and those released plasmids were translated and transcribed to produce the GFP-Cas9. It also indicated that the endosomal escaping of those NPs after uptake by CT-26 was possible resulting in its transfection. However, F25P5 failed to deliver plasmids and showed no production of the GFP-Cas9. This might be explained by the negative charge of its zeta potential resulting in lesser amounts of F25P5 being taken up by cells. Further, it was also probably due to the negative charge of F25P5 that was taken up inefficiently releasing the noncovalently bound plasmids for transfection. In addition, F25P0 also failed to transfect plasmids, which revealed that those
plasmids complexed at the core of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were unable to be released for functionalization. The gel retardation assay of F25P0 as shown in Figure 4 also showed that plasmids complexed at the core of the plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were unable to be released under electrophoresis resulting in no transfection being observed.

**Gene disruption efficiency of plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid**

After delivering plasmids into CT26 cells, the targeted PD-L1 gene was knocked out by the CRISPR/Cas9 complex, and cells could not express the PD-L1 protein. As shown in Figure 8, F25P1 and F25P5 only knocked out about 2% and 0%, respectively, of the cell expression, whereas it was about 13% for plasmid-loaded Lipofectamine. These gene disruption efficiencies were similar to those for transfection efficiencies. This might have resulted from the lower amount of plasmids delivered or released with F25P1 and F25P5.

**Evaluation of the codelivery of the CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid and siRNA noncovalently bound to plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs**

To increase the PD-L1 disruption efficiency, plasmid/stPEI/HSA NPs were used to simultaneously deliver the
CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid and siRNA, which was a combination of long-term and short-term gene disruption, respectively. Two formulations of F25P0S0.5, supplemented with 0.5 μg siRNA, and F25P1S0.5, supplemented with 0.5 μg siRNA and 1 μg of the plasmid, were prepared. As shown in Figure 9, the cytotoxicity study demonstrated an insignificant difference between F25P0S0.5 and F25P1S0.5. However, the cytotoxicity of 2xF25P1S0.5 was 50%, but less toxic than that for 2xF25P1. This was probably due to the greater adsorption of nucleotides which neutralized the positive charge and which decreased the cytotoxicity. Compared to F25P1, the group with twofold concentration, ie, 2xF25P1, revealed higher cytotoxicity, which was close to that for Lipofectamine. Moreover, all plasmid/sPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to siRNA groups exhibited significantly better cell viability than that for Lipofectamine.

As shown in Figure 10A, the transfection efficiencies indicated by the production of the GFP-Cas9 for F25P1 and F25P1S0.5 were similar, but with less extents of transfection efficiency than that for Lipofectamine. This demonstrated that successful delivery of plasmids into cells was observed, and the addition of siRNA did not interfere with the transfection of plasmids. These results were further confirmed by flow cytometry as shown in Figure 10B, which indicates the production of GFP-Cas9. The mean fluorescence intensity produced by GFP-Cas9 showed an insignificant difference between F25P1 and F25P1S0.5.

After the delivery of siRNA and the CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid, those cells that negatively expressed PD-L1 were measured by flow cytometry using PD-L1 antibody fluorescence (Figure 11). Compared to F25P1, F25P0S0.5 with the addition of siRNA alone showed higher suppression of PD-L1 by 11.9%, which was close to the suppression of PD-L1 by plasmids delivered by Lipofectamine. Moreover, the codelivery of CRISPR/Cas9 and siRNA by F25P1S0.5 was found to inhibit PD-L1 expression by 21.2% with a synergistic effect, but 2xF25P1S0.5 did not show better suppression, which might have been due to saturation of the NPs. Overall, those plasmid/sPEI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid and siRNA efficiently delivered the CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid and also siRNA into cells and showed a synergistic effect with the combination.

**Conclusion**
sPEI was optimally synthesized by reacting PEI with stearyl groups for binding to the HSA domain to strengthen its noncovalent binding efficiency with plasmids via charge–charge interactions. Two effective PD-L1 knockout sgRNAs were screened and were found to disrupt PD-L1 expression. Taking the abovementioned materials and HSA, the plasmid/sPEI/HSA NPs were optimally prepared with a double emulsion method to deliver plasmids and siRNA with noncovalent binding. The noncovalent binding of either plasmid or siRNA resulted in a significant decrease in the cytotoxicity of sPEI. Optimally, the combination of plasmids and siRNA noncovalently bound to plasmid/sPEI/HSA NPs synergistically disrupted PD-L1 expression. In the future, sPEI/HSA NPs can be a promising carrier to deliver CRISPR/Cas9 and siRNA for other gene targets.
Figure 10 In vitro GFP transfection assay.

Notes: Fluorescence microscopy images (GFP encoded) of CT26 cells (A), flow cytometric analysis of GFP expression in CT26 cells (B), treated with plasmid/stPeI/HSA NPs noncovalently bound to the plasmid with or without siRNA. Nuclei (blue) and GFP (green).

Abbreviations: GFP, green fluorescent protein; HSA, human serum albumin; NPs, nanoparticles; stPeI, stearyl polyethylenimine.
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